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Abstract
Training programs are a popular method, in industry globally, to increase awareness of desired concepts to
employees and employers and play a critical part in changing or supporting performance improvements. The
predominant method to assess the effectiveness of training programs is to have the participants answer Multiple
Choice Question (MCQ) and True/False (T/F) questions after the training; however, the metrics typically used to
report the outcome of such assessments have drawbacks that make it difficult for the trainer and organization to
easily identify the concepts that need more focus and those that do not. This study introduces measures of the
Assessment of Training Effectiveness Adjusted for Learning (ATEAL) method, which compensate the
assessment scores for prior knowledge and negative training impact in quantifying the effectiveness of each
concept taught. The results of this method are compared to the results of the most popular methods currently
used. A simulation of various scenarios and the training effectiveness metrics that result from them is used to
illustrate the sensitivity and limitation of each method. Results show that the proposed coefficients are more
sensitive in detecting prior knowledge and negative training impact. Additionally, the proposed ATEAL method
provides a quick and easy way to assess the effectiveness of the training concept based on the assessment results
and provides a directional guide on the changes that need to be made to improve the training program for the
participants. A companion paper expands the concepts using results from actual training sessions in multiple
industries.
Keywords: multiple choice question, learning assessment, prior knowledge, training effectiveness
1. Introduction
Employee training in work environments is a popular way to increase competency and/or change expected
behavior (Tai, 2006). Globally, organizations spent $359 billion on training in 2016 (Glaveski, 2019) with the
US spending a total of $87.6 billion in 2018 (Freifeld, 2018). With this substantial amount of resources being
invested, it is critical that organizations are able to ensure that the training is effective and is leading to the
expected changes. Measuring training effectiveness using training evaluations or assessments is a the most
widely used method to understand and quantify the deficiencies in the training programs and in developing
prescriptions for improving (Alvarez, Salas, & Garofano, 2004; Simkins & Allen, 2000). Of the various models
presented by Campbell-Kyureghyan, Ahmed and Beschorner (2013) and in the meta-analysis conducted by
Alvarez et al. (2004), the Kirpartick’s model (Kirkpartick, 1967), remains one of the most frequently used in
training environments to measure training effectiveness (Arthur Jr., Bennett Jr., Edens, & Bell, 2003; Salas &
Cannon-Bowers, 2001).
The Kirkpatrick’s model is comprised of four evaluation levels that measure participants Reaction (Level 1),
Learning (Level 2), Behavior (Level 3) and Results (Level 4). The evaluation of Learning (Level 2) by
participants, is typically measured by scores attained in post-test assessments or by score changes between preand post-test assessments (Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr., 2003). The tests that are administered are typically Multiple
Choice Question (MCQ) tests as they are the most expeditious to administer (Bar-Hillel & Budescu, 2005). As
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we assess the scores, itt is importantt to clearly bee able to measure if the traaining of the concepts has been
effective, if the particippants needed to have the ttraining at alll and/or if thee participants regressed in their
knowledgee of any of the concepts due to the trainingg.
A pre-testt/post-test asseessment modeel is effective at measuringg the change in the score of the particip
pants
between thhe pre-test and post-test asssessments (Saamuel, Azen, & Campbell-K
Kyureghyan, 22019). A variety of
different sstatistics, suchh as score deeltas, ANOVA
A, and ANCO
OVA, have bbeen employeed to measure
e the
effectiveneess of the trainning and the extensive revieews of their beenefits and draawbacks are deetailed by Dim
mitrov
and Rumrrill Jr. (2003), Bonate (20000) and Tannebbaum and Yukkl (1992). A nnovel method to break down
n the
pre-/post-ttest assessmennts results into quadrants of sstudy was conducted on Ecoonomics studennts by Walstad
d and
Wagner (22016). These measures
m
give an overall understanding innto the effectivveness of the ttraining as a whole
w
and the peerformance of the
t participantts in each quesstion or conceppt trained. Walstad and Waggner (2016) defined
the four qquadrants of leearning as possitive, negativve, retained annd zero and arrgued that sollely using post-test
scores, or the differencee in pre- and post-test scorees may produuce misleadingg results as eacch of the scorres is
influencedd by these four learning conccepts and their interactions thhat cannot be ddiscerned easilyy.
Despite all the information that can be determined from the availlable assessmeent methods, thhere does not exist
an easy m
method to helpp trainers quickly and effeectively undersstand the learrning gaps by concept and give
directionall guidance on the countermeeasures to be taaken to improvve the learningg effectivenesss of the particip
pants
for each cconcept traineed. Hence, thhere exists a nneed for a new methodoloogy to help aassess the training
effectiveneess of concepts:
•

Quickkly, accurately & repeatably

•

Easilyy interpreted, understood
u
andd acted upon too improve outccomes

•

Visuaally impactful to
t communicatte easily to inddustry stakehollders

•

Usablle in Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) annd True/False (T/F) instancees when an I D
Don’t Know (IIDK)
optionn is present

The aim of this paper is to introduce tthe Assessmennt of Training Effectiveness Adjusted for L
Learning (ATE
EAL)
methodoloogy that satisfiies the gaps sttated above annd validates the methodologyy using scenarrios and simulation
results.
2. Method
d
2.1 Learniing Assessment Notation
The evaluaation of traininng effectiveneess in a pre- annd post-test assessment begiins with the unnderstanding of
o the
various poossible outcom
mes of the annswers, as shhown in Figurre 1. Additionnally, Figure 1 summarizess the
terminologgy that will be used in this paaper. A similarr method to brreak down pre--/post-test asseessment resultss into
was quadrrants was condducted by Walsstad and Wagnner (2016). Eacch combinationn of pre- and ppost-test answers is
described with two letteers, the first beeing the pre-teest result and tthe second thee post-test resuult. “C” indica
ates a
correct ansswer, and “I” indicates
i
an inncorrect answerr or the selectiion of I Don’t Know (IDK). Thus, for exam
mple,
“CC” indiicates a correcct answer on bboth tests, whille “IC” repressents an incorrrect answer onn the pre-test and
a a
correct ansswer on the poost-test.

Figure 1. Terrminology desccribing patternn of responses iin a pre-/post-ttest assessmennt model
In Figure 11, each quadraant contains a ffrequency (or ppercentage) off respondents aand can be inteerpreted as follows:
•

CC: T
The question iss answered corrrectly in both the pre-test annd post-test, inndicating that tthe participants had
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pre-knowledge of the question or concept
•

CI: The question is answered correctly in the pre-test and incorrectly or as IDK in the post-test, indicating
that the participants experienced negative learning of the question or concept

•

IC: The question is answered incorrectly or as IDK in the pre-test and correctly in the post-test, indicating
that the participants learned the concept

•

II: The question is answered incorrectly or as IDK in both the pre- and post-test, indicating that the
participants did not learn the question or concept

2.2 Traditional Assessment Metrics
Assessment metrics are used to measure the effectiveness of the training and to help determine if there has been
an increase in the level of knowledge for the learning objectives among the participants. There are several
traditional metrics used to assess pre-/post-training effectiveness. It is important to note that learning is the
measure of success, and that training is one technique that can be used to impart the desired knowledge. In this
manuscript training impact is the impact of the training on learning of the concepts that were trained.
The most common method to assess testing results for a certain question or concept is to report the number of
participants who answered a certain question correctly compared to the total number of participants who
answered the question (Campbell-Kyureghyan et al., 2013). It can be used both in a pre-/post-training
assessment model or in a post-training only assessment model. The formula (1) below illustrates the calculation
in the case of a pre-/post-training assessment model with an IDK option, and computes the number of correct
post-test responses as a proportion of the total responses:
Total Percent Correct (TPC) =

(1)

The key benefits of TPC are that it can be easily calculated, explained, and understood by the training
participants and other organizational stakeholders. However, it gives broad stroke representations of the learning
of the participants and thus the performance of the trainee. It is very difficult to discern participant
pre-knowledge from actual learning and the use of this metric to make improvements to the training programs is
problematic. Additionally, this metric does not provide an understanding of the negative learning that any of the
participants may have experienced, where negative learning is defined as answering the pre-training question
correctly and answering incorrectly on the post-training assessment (CI).
Another method to assess learning is to examine the difference between the number of participants who
answered the question correctly in the post-test and the pre-test, which can only be used when the same questions
are administered before and after the training (Bonate, 2000). The formula (2) below illustrates the calculation in
the case of a pre-/post-training assessment model with or without an IDK option. As seen in Figure 1, both the
IDK and an incorrect answer are treated identically.
Post – Pre-Training Percent Correct (PPPC) =

−

=

(2)

Similar to the TPC metric, this measure is easy to calculate, explain and understand. It can also be used to
determine the number of participants who answered a certain question correctly. Additionally, it compensates for
participants who might have experienced negative learning. However, it is difficult to easily discern what
percentage of the participants actually learned the new concept as this measure is insensitive to the prior
knowledge of the participants. This also means that it does not allow for determination of the total knowledge of
the participants.
2.3 Assessment of Training Effectiveness Adjusted for Learning (ATEAL)
In an effort to overcome the deficiencies of the metrics detailed above, this paper introduces and validates the
ATEAL method that compensates the assessment scores for trainee prior knowledge and guessing. A description
of this method starts with the introduction of the Learning Adjustment Coefficient (LAC) and the Net Training
Impact Coefficient (NTIC). A number of intermediate metrics and parameters, which will be subsequently used
in the calculation of these two coefficients, are defined first.
2.3.1 Prior Knowledge (PK)
This metric represents the proportion of all participants who answered a question correctly in the post-training
assessment who also answered correctly in the pre-training assessment; it is calculated using the formula (3)
below.
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(3)

This metric ranges from 0 to 1, where a 0 implies that none of the participants who answered the question
correctly in the post-training assessment had any prior knowledge of the concept and 1 implies that all of the
participants who answered the question correctly in the post-training assessment had prior knowledge of the
concept. That is, a higher PK indicates greater prior knowledge among the participants. This metric is
specifically different from CC as a fraction of all the participants answering the question since it helps better
estimate the proportion of correctly answering participants with prior knowledge.
2.3.2 Positive Training Impact (PTI)
This metric represents the proportion of all the participants who needed to learn the concept (responded
incorrectly or IDK in the pre-test assessment) who actually did learn the concept as indicated by their response
changing to correct in the post-test. It is described below in (4).
Positive Training Impact (PTI) =

(4)

This metric ranges from 0 to 1, where a 0 implies that none of the participants who could potentially learn
actually learned the concept, and a 1 implies that all of the participants who could potentially learn actually
learned the concept. That is, a higher PTI indicates more learning among the participants who did not know the
concept prior to training. This metric is specifically different from IC as a fraction of all the participants
answering the question since it helps better estimate the proportion of participants who did not know the concept
prior to training who learned the concept.
2.3.3 Negative Training Impact (NTI)
This metric represents the proportion of participants who presumably knew the concept prior to training
(answered correctly in the pre-training assessment) who answered incorrectly or IDK in the post-test assessment,
potentially due to confusion during the training or guessing. It is described below in (5).
Negative Training Impact (NTI) =

(5)

This metric ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 implies that none of the participants were negatively impacted by the
training and 1 implies that all of the participants (who knew the material prior to training) were negatively
impacted by the training. That is, a higher NTI indicates that more participants “unlearned” the material after
training. This metric is specifically different from CI as a fraction of all the participants answering the question
since it helps better estimate the proportion of participants who had a negative impact from the training.
2.3.4 Learning Adjustment Coefficient (LAC)
The LAC is intended to measure the necessity of the training. That is, it compares the positive impacts of the
training, determined through the PTI, to the prior knowledge (PK) of the participants. This difference between
(actual) learning and prior knowledge is calculated (6) as:

−

PTI – PK =

(6)

This metric ranges from -1 to +1. To make the scale more intuitive, it is transformed to represent a proportional
change by the following transformation, resulting in the Learning Adjustment Coefficient as shown in (7):
LAC =

(

)

(7)

The LAC coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, where a 0 implies that all the respondents had prior knowledge so there
was no actual learning for that specific concept/question, and 1 implies that there was no prior knowledge and all
the respondents who needed to learn the concept did learn the concept. Higher values of LAC thus indicate that
the training was needed, and effective, for a higher proportion of the respondents. Lower values indicate that
either the training was ineffective, or a substantial number of respondents had previous knowledge and did not
require training on the concept.
2.3.5 Net Training Impact Coefficient (NTIC)
The NTIC is intended to measure the negative impact of the training session. That is, it compares the positive
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impacts off the training, determined thhrough PTI, too the negativee impact of traaining (NTI) oof the respond
dents.
The differeence in the leaarning and negative impact iss calculated in (8) as:
NTIC = PTII – NTI =

−

(8)

This metriic ranges from
m -1 to +1, wheere a -1 impliees that all the respondents exxperienced neegative training
g and
lost knowlledge for that specific
s
concept/question, annd a 1 implies that there wass no negative ttraining impact and
all the resppondents who needed to learrn the concept did learn the cconcept. Valuees of NTIC higgher than 0 ind
dicate
that there were more poositive than neegative effectss from the traiining. Values lower than zeero indicate grreater
negative effects, and a value of 0 meanns the positive and negative effects were eqqual.
2.3.6 Trainning Effectivenness Matrix (T
TEM)
To summ
marize these measures
m
andd allow for vvisual identiffication of thhe training efffectiveness for
f a
concept/quuestion (as weell as determine appropriate adjustment if the training w
was ineffective)), the LAC and the
NTIC are plotted together as illustrateed in Figure 2. The results reegarding effecttiveness can bee determined based
b
on the quaadrant an item is in, where thhe quadrants foor which NTIC
C is below 0 aree combined.

Figure 2. Trainning Effectiveeness Matrix w
with the quadraant layout
Quad 1 coontains the queestions/conceptts for which thhe percentage of participantss had more possitive learning than
either prioor knowledge or
o negative leaarning. That is,, the percentagge of participannts who learneed the concept from
the traininng is larger thhan the perceentage who haad knowledgee before training and is also larger than
n the
percentagee who experiennced negative learning. In thhe perfect casee scenario, if aall participantss had only possitive
learning annd no prior knnowledge or nnegative learning, then the question woulld score as (1,, 1) on the axes in
Figure 2. T
This effectivenness decreases in magnitude as a question scores closer tto (0.5, 0). Thiis is illustrated with
the changee in the gradiennt of color froom dark green to yellow. Quuad 2 contains the questions//concepts for which
w
the particippants had morre prior knowleedge than posiitive learning; however, the qquestion did noot experience more
negative leearning than positive
p
learninng. While for items in this qquadrant the trraining was eff
ffective, it indicates
that there was significannt prior knowlledge so trainiing time couldd potentially bbe better utilized on other to
opics.
Quad 3 coontains the queestions for whiich the particippants had subsstantial negativve learning annd it outweighss any
positive leearning. It is undesirable
u
forr questions to lland in this quuadrant as it im
mplies that thee participants had
h a
reduction iin the level off knowledge foor the concept based on the ttraining or werre forced to guuess. In both cases,
c
it indicatess a deficiency in the trainingg content, assesssment questioon, or method oof training.
2.4 Methodds to Evaluatee Measures
Two approoaches will bee used to com
mpare the tradiitional and prooposed metricss. First, meaniingful hypothe
etical
scenarios w
will be used too illustrate thee meaning of eeach metric andd their relationnship. The usee of these scen
narios
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allows for clear expectations and intuitive insight into the meaning of the metrics. Second, a simulation was
performed to allow for investigating a larger number of possible outcomes and scenarios, across the range of
possibilities. The results of the traditional and proposed metrics were compared to determine their relationship
and aid in interpretation of all metrics.
2.4.1 Hypothetical Scenarios
The scenarios, detailed in Table 1, were developed to represent the responses (using the categories from Figure 1)
of a hypothetical group of 100 training participants. These scenarios were chosen as they represent the extremes
of learning outcomes in a Pre-/Post-Test assessment model as well as a middle ground of participant
performance during a training assessment. The scenarios shown in Table 1 included various combinations of
complete (C), high (H), moderate (M), and zero (Z) levels of Baseline knowledge, Positive learning, and
Negative learning.
Table 1. Scenario model data sets, where C = complete, H = high, M = moderate, L = low, Z = zero
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Baseline
C
Z
Z
Z
M
H
L
H
L
L
L
L

Positive
Z
C
Z
Z
H
M
H
L
L
L
L
L

Negative
Z
Z
C
Z
Z
Z
L
L
H
M
H
M

CC
100
0
0
0
30
70
20
60
10
10
5
5

CI
0
0
100
0
0
0
10
10
60
25
60
25

IC
0
100
0
0
70
30
60
20
5
5
10
10

II
0
0
0
100
0
0
10
10
25
60
25
60

The LAC and NTIC were calculated for each one of these scenarios and plotted on the matrix in Figure 3 (see
Results section) to illustrate their quadrant placement and how they can be interpreted. Additionally, the TPC
and PPPC are also calculated for each of the scenarios so a comparison can made in terms of how each metric
reports the effectiveness of the training (see Table 3 in the Results section).
2.4.2 Data Simulation
To further expand on the scenarios modelled and examine a larger population of questions and trainees, a
random number generator (in MS Excel) was used to generate 100 participant responses on 1000 questions for
both pre- and post-training. The MS Excel random number generator generates numbers from a uniform
distribution, ranging from 0 to 1, and the generation technique produced data for CC, CI, IC & II. The uniform
distribution was considered a good way to generate the data as it does not make any preconceived assumptions
on how participants would respond in an assessment and if they would learn or not learn a concept. That is, it
allows for equal probabilities of the possible outcomes. The data points generated ranged from 0 participants to
all the participants included in any of the quadrants and the sum of the number of answers in each of the
pre-/post-condition totals 100 participants answering each question. Table 2 is an excerpt from the of the values
of CC, IC, CI and II for the simulation and illustrates the result of the training effectiveness metrics for each
question.
Table 2. Excerpt of the values for the simulation model and the calculated training effectiveness metrics
Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
Question 5
Question 6

CC
37
39
12
4
7
52

IC
8
1
22
60
5
10

CI
45
19
18
9
21
4

II
10
41
48
27
67
34

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
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TPC
45%
40%
34%
64%
12%
62%

PPPC
-37%
-18%
4%
51%
-16%
6%

LAC
0.31
0.02
0.48
0.81
0.24
0.19

NTIC
-0.10
-0.30
-0.29
0.00
-0.68
0.16
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3. Results
Results of the simulations are presented with an emphasis on comparing the traditional and newly proposed
assessment metrics, and the relationship between the two new metrics.
3.1 Scenario Results
Table 3 illustrates the metrics calculated for each of the twelve scenarios detailed in Table 1. In scenario 1,
where all the participants have pre-knowledge of the concept taught, the TPC reports the score as 100% implying
that all the participants learned the concept, which is an incorrect interpretation of the training effectiveness.
The PPPC reports the score as 0% implying that none of the participants learned the concept. Although this is a
correct interpretation of training effectiveness, it is not distinguishable from scenario 4 and it would not be
possible to distinguish concepts in which the participants had all pre-knowledge or zero learning. Looking at the
two new coefficients for scenario 1, the LAC is 0 implying that 100% of the participants had prior knowledge
and none learned the topic during training, and an NTIC of 0 implying that there is equal amount of positive
training impact and negative training impact. The two introduced coefficients must be examined together to
clearly understand the performance of the participants for each scenario.
Table 3. Metrics calculated for each scenario
Scenario
Baseline
Positive
Negative
TPC
PPPC
LAC
NTIC
1
C
Z
Z
100%
0%
0
0
2
Z
C
Z
100%
100%
1
1
3
Z
Z
C
0%
-100%
0.5
-1
4
Z
Z
Z
0%
0%
0.5
0
5
M
H
Z
100%
70%
0.85
1
6
H
M
Z
100%
30%
0.65
1
7
L
H
L
80%
50%
0.80
0.52
8
H
L
L
80%
10%
0.46
0.52
9
L
L
H
15%
-55%
0.25
-0.69
10
L
L
M
15%
-20%
0.21
-0.64
11
L
L
H
15%
-50%
0.48
-0.64
12
L
L
M
15%
-15%
0.40
-0.69
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Learning Adjustment Coefficient; PPPC – Post – Pre-Training Percent Correct; NTIC – Net
Training Impact Coefficient.

To visualize the implication of each scenario, the TEM is provided in Figure 3 and includes each scenario
labeled by its number. From the matrix we can easily see that scenarios 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show a positive training
impact on the participants, to varying degrees, and it is easy to visualize the magnitude of the impact based on
how the points lie in the upper right quadrant. We can also see that scenario 8, along with scenario 1, consists of
more prior knowledge than learning, representing cases in which the training was perhaps unnecessary. Scenario
4 shows zero learning impact, and participants had equal learning and prior knowledge. Finally, scenarios 3, 9,
10, 11 & 12 show more negative training impact that positive impact. Similar interpretations for most, but not all,
scenarios can be made by looking at the PPPC. However, it is not possible to make that same determination
using the TPC. Thus, the LAC and NTIC provide a finer resolution on the PPPC and TPC. This additional
information will help trainers and organizations better understand whether the concept needs to be taught and
ensure that the participants experience more positive than negative learning due to the content presented or
method by which it was delivered.
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Figure 3. Trraining Effectiiveness Matrixx for the 12 sceenarios
3.2 Simulaation Results
Figure 4 illlustrates the LAC
L
and NTIC values of thhe simulated ddata, calculatedd for each of tthe 1000 simu
ulated
data pointss (i.e., test queestions or conccepts), plotted on the TEM. The data poinnts are observed to range from
m (0,
-1) to (1, 11) as we wouldd expect in parrticipant answeers. Larger vallues of LAC reesult from eithher high PTI orr low
PK. In eithher case, withh a large LAC the NTI cannnot be small, sso the lower riight corner of the TEM does not
contain anny data points. Similarly, forr low LAC theere can be littlle positive learrning, so the uupper left corn
ner of
the TEM ddoes not contaiin any data poiints.

Figurre 4. Training E
Effectiveness M
Matrix for the 1000 simulateed data points.
The simullated data waas used to proovide a large number of ddifferent casess and allows for examining
g the
sensitivityy of the TPC, PPPC, LAC aand the NTIC to changes inn percentage oof prior knowlledge and neg
gative
training im
mpact. Startingg with prior knnowledge (PK)), Figure 5 preesents the valuues for the sim
mulated cases of
o (a)
TPC, (b) P
PPPC, (c) LAC
C, and (d) NTIC on the y-axiis, and PK on tthe x-axis. TPC is observed to be insensitive to
the changees in prior knoowledge with a slope of -0.0072. The striattions of data ppoints observedd at the bottom
m left
and right oof the scatter plot
p are relatedd to the resultss for very low values of CC. PPPC has a nnegative correlation
of -0.55 inndicating that as the percenttage of prior kknowledge incrreases from 0%
% to 100%, thhe PPPC decre
eases,
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although tthe total know
wledge is not ddecreasing. Thhe plot also illlustrates that ddata does not occur above a line
extending from (0, 1) too (1, 0) as bothh PK and PPPC are related tto changes in IC. As IC appproaches 100%
%, PK
approaches 0% and PPPC can assume any value. Coonversely, as IC
C nears 0%, PK
K approaches 100% and PPP
PC is
limited, wiith a maximum
m of 0.0 when PK equals 1.00.
We observve that LAC haas a very stronng negative corrrelation of -0..82 with PK, inndicating that it is very sensitive,
much morre so than PPP
PC, to changess in prior know
wledge. The pplot for LAC aalso exhibits leess scatter than
n the
plots for thhe other measuures, demonstrrating a strongger linear relatiionship with P
PK. The emptyy quadrants are
e due
to PK beinng one componnent of LAC. A
As PK increasses the maximuum value of L
LAC is limited,, and vice verssa for
low valuess of PK. Finallly, as expectedd, the NTIC apppears insensitiive to prior knoowledge.

a

b

c

d

Figure 55. Sensitivity analysis
a
of the simulation vallues of (a) TPC
C, (b) PPPC, (cc) LAC, and (dd) NTIC (y-axis)
withh increasing priior knowledgee (PK, x-axis)
Next, the cchanges in thee four metrics are investigatted as the negaative training iimpact varies from 0% to 100%.
Figure 6 iillustrates the changes in (a)) TPC, (b) PP
PPC, (c) LAC and (d) NTIC
C with respectt to NTI. TPC
C and
PPPC are observed to have a negattive correlatioon of -0.77 annd -0.62, resppectively, indiicating that as the
percentagee of negative trraining impactt increases, both the TPC annd PPPC decreaase. PPPC hass a lower limit for a
given valuue of NTI sincee IC always raanges from 0 tto 100 while C
CI is directly reelated to NTI. LAC, as expe
ected,
is observeed to be insenssitive to NTI. Finally, we obbserve that NT
TIC has a stroong negative ccorrelation of -0.82
with NTI. This is expeccted as the NT
TIC is directlyy dependent onn the negativee training impaact and is the most
sensitive oof all the meetrics to NTI. As NTI appproaches zero we observe tthat NTIC rannges from 0−
−1 as
participantts can only expperience PTI w
when there is nno NTI.
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Figure 6. S
Sensitivity anaalysis of the vaalues of (a) TPC
asing
C, (b) PPPC, ((c) LAC, and ((d) NTIC (y-axxis) with increa
nnegative traininng impact (NT
TI, x-axis)
4. Discusssion
The analysis conducted illustrates trennds in the mettrics used to reeport training effectiveness. In this section we
will discuss the merits and drawbackks of each of tthe metrics annd their behavvior in the varrious scenarioss and
simulationn results.
4.1 Scenarrio Comparisoons
In applyinng the ATEAL
L method and pplotting the sceenarios on thee Training Effeectiveness Mattrix (TEM), we see
that Quad 1 (Figure 3) ranges from ((0.5, 0), whichh illustrates zeero learning ass in Scenario 4, to (1, 1), which
w
illustrates perfect learninng as in Scenaario 2. Scenarioos 5, 6, and 7 lie in Quad 1 aas all of these scenarios illusstrate
a higher ppercentage of participants exxperienced poositive learningg than those tthat had prior knowledge an
nd/or
experienceed negative traaining. When there is a higgher percentagee of participannts having prior knowledge than
experienciing positive traaining (Scenarrios 1 & 8) we observe that tthey lie in Quaad 2. Thus, it is easy and quick to
determine the concepts for which theere are a larger percentage oof participantss that had a hiigher level of prior
knowledgee. In these casees, it would bee advisable forr the trainer to spend minimaal time reviewiing the concept and
not test onn it as it is reduundant; that iss, valuable traiining time couuld be better sppent on conceppts unknown to the
participantts. Scenarios 3,
3 9, 10, 11, aand 12 lie in Q
Quad 3 and thhese scenarios represent casses when there
e is a
larger percentage of paarticipants expperiencing more negative leearning than ppositive learniing. These are
e the
worst-casee scenarios and represent caases where thee participants w
were either guuessing or werre confused by
y the
training coontent and/or the delivery m
method. It is important for the training pprovider and tthe organizatio
on to
determine the number of
o participants that experiencced higher NT
TI, pay attentioon to these conncepts, and clo
osely
analyze annd develop corrrective actionns to prevent tthis from futurre occurrencess. Additionallyy, these resultss can
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also be used to determine the amount of supervisor support and reinforcement needed to help support the use of
skills (Russ-Eft, 2002).
In analyzing the same scenarios with TPC, we see that this metric is overly optimistic in its interpretation of the
participants’ performance. As shown in Table 3, for Scenarios 1, 5, and 6, TPC reports the performance of
participants as 100%. This would imply that all participants learned these concepts; however, in these scenarios,
all participants had prior knowledge. In using this metric, we would interpret the training as extremely effective
although the participants would feel that the training of the concept was a waste of time because they already
knew it. The correct course of action for a concept that behaves like Scenario 1 is to either not train on the
concept or do a cursory training without testing on the concept and focus instead on concepts for which the
participants have less prior knowledge. In Scenario 3, all the participants exhibited negative learning but the TPC
reports the performance as 0%, implying that there was no learning among the participants. In this scenario we
know that the participants were, in effect, guessing or losing knowledge due to the training process, which would
indicate that there were significant issues with the content or the method of delivery. It is not possible to
distinguish between this outcome (Scenario 3) and Scenario 4 in which had all the participants answered
incorrectly in both the pre- and post-test assessments. Additionally, when using the TPC metric to measure
training effectiveness, it is not possible to distinguish between Scenarios 9, 10, 11, and 12, which all had
differing amounts of negative learning and participants answering incorrectly in both the pre- and post-test
assessment. This severely limits the understanding of participant performance and the determination of needed
training improvements.
When examining the scenario results using PPPC, we observe that this metric performs better than the TPC
metric in representing the learning of the participants. In Scenario 1, it reports that there was no learning by the
participants since they had 100% prior knowledge; however, unlike the ATEAL method, it is not possible to
easily discern if the low score is due to prior knowledge or a lack of learning or guessing. In Scenario 2 PPPC
indicates that the participants experienced 100% learning, same as the ATEAL method. This is distinctly
different from the results illustrated by the TPC (100% in both scenarios 1 and 2) and helps the trainers better
understand the impact of the training. In Scenario 3, PPPC reports a result of -100% since all the participants
experienced negative learning, same as the ATEAL method that plots Scenario 3 at the lowest score in Quad 3.
In Scenarios 5, 6 and 7the PPPC reports positive learning based on changes in the number of participants who
have prior knowledge and those experiencing positive learning. When there is more negative learning than
positive learning or prior knowledge (Scenarios 9, 10, 11 & 12) PPPC reports a negative value, thereby
indicating that there is a significant issue with the training and that the participants are being affected in a
negative manner. These negative results are similar to the ATEAL method that plots these scenarios in Quad 3.
In Scenario 8, the PPPC reports that the participants experienced positive learning, however, using the ATEAL
method, we are very quickly able to diagnose that Scenario 8 had more prior knowledge than positive learning.
This is not readily apparent when looking at the PPPC results, and it requires the trainers/assessors to review the
raw data to arrive at the conclusion that the ATEAL method readily provides. Additionally in Scenarios 1 and 4,
PPPC reports that no participants learned the concept trained, however, when using the ATEAL method, we
observed that in Scenario 1 all the participants had prior knowledge of the concept taught and did not need to
learn the concept and in Scenario 4, none of the participants exhibited any learning.
4.2 Simulation Results
In interpreting the results of the simulation using the ATEAL methodology, we observe that the LAC is the most
sensitive (slope of -0.82) of all the metrics to prior knowledge of the participants. This implies that as the prior
knowledge among the participants increases, for a certain question or concept taught, the value of the LAC
decreases. Similarly, the NTIC is the most sensitive (slope of -0.82) of all the metrics to negative training impact.
As in the case of the LAC, this implies that as the participants experience more negative training for a certain
question or concept, the value of NTIC decreases, and when 100% of the participants experience negative
training, all associated NTIC values are negative. Thus, the use of these two coefficients to develop the TEM,
enables the matrix to be more sensitive for the effects of prior knowledge and negative training when reporting
the training effectiveness for the concepts taught.
It is also important to note that the NTIC can be sensitive to the number of trainees with prior knowledge. If a
small number of trainees have prior knowledge the NTI can be large, even if only one or two trainees
experienced negative learning. Conversely, if most trainees have prior knowledge the PTI is greatly impacted by
even a small number of trainees who learn the concept. Thus, either very high or very low values of NTIC must
be further examined to determine the cause, since either extreme case may indicate problems with the training
related to prior knowledge rather than the training quality.
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The TPC metric is completely insensitive to participant prior knowledge and treats it as learning, which is
troublesome as it does not give feedback to the trainers or the organization that would help improve the training
and better focus on the needs to the participants’ knowledge gaps. It paints an overly optimistic picture of the
training when, in effect, the participants’ and organizations’ time might be wasted by the training. Additionally,
the participants could be getting bored during the training, causing them to lose focus and pay less attention to
the concepts that they actually do not know and need to learn. The TPC does illustrate a negative trend when the
participants experience negative training. This is due to the fact that participants experiencing negative learning
answer incorrectly in the post-test assessment, thus reducing the TPC score. The score, however, does not clearly
show that this is due to negative learning and it can be interpreted to mean that the participants did not learn the
content being trained, which is a completely different scenario.
Finally, the PPPC metric is sensitive to prior knowledge as it decreases with an increase in prior knowledge as
noted by several authors (e.g., Bonate, 2000; Dimitrov & Rumrill Jr., 2003; Tannebaum & Yukl, 1992). The
PPPC also has similar sensitivity towards Negative Training Impact, in that it decreases with an increase in
negative training impact. However, unlike the NTIC, when the negative training impact is close to a 100%, a
small percentage of the data points are greater than zero. This makes interpretation of the PPPC metric slightly
more challenging than the NTIC in which all the values are negative when 100% of the participants experience
negative training. Additionally, it is difficult to discern participant performance when there is a low positive
score; that is, we are not able to easily determine whether the low score was due to high prior knowledge or due
to negative learning. Hence, it makes it difficult to quickly determine the countermeasures that are needed to
improve the effectiveness of the training.
The comparisons of the scenario and simulation results using these metrics and associated discussions in this
section allow us to observe the following benefits of the newly introduced ATEAL:
-

It is much more effective in helping determine the true performance of the participants in a training session
for each concept taught.

-

The metrics involved are easy to calculate and provide visual guidelines for the training providers and the
organizations on the best and worst learned concepts.

-

It is much more specific than the other two metrics and helps to quickly diagnose issues with participant
performance by identifying whether the training should be improved (by making the content taught more
challenging, to get around prior knowledge) or if the training is causing confusion among the participants
and thus reducing their learning.

5. Conclusion/Future Direction
Metrics to quantify the amount of learning that training participants exhibit for a particular training course, or
concepts within the course, are critical to understanding and quantifying the effectiveness of the training. The
Assessment of Training Effectiveness Adjusted for Learning (ATEAL) method is introduced in this paper and
defines new metrics to measure the level of prior knowledge, as well as positive and negative training impacts
experienced by the participants. Additionally, it introduces two coefficients, Learning Adjustment Coefficient
(LAC) and Net Training Impact Coefficient (NTIC), that are plotted in a novel method to create the Training
Effectiveness Matrix (TEM). This matrix helps visually assess the performance of the participants for each
question/concept introduced in the training. The method proves effective in quickly identifying the training gaps
that the participants experienced and providing direction on the countermeasures that should be taken for each
concept trained.
Validation of this new method and comparison of its performance to the traditional metrics of TPC and PPPC
was conducted using scenario modelling and a simulation. Some recommendations that can be derived from this
study are:
•

Using only the TPC in the post-test assessment to assess training effectiveness (i.e., how much the
participants learned) may give a highly inaccurate impression and does not provide clear guidance on areas
of improvement.

•

The PPPC is a much better metric than the TPC to assess training effectiveness, but it lacks the ability to
quickly provide guidance on changes to be made to the training content or training delivery to improve
training effectiveness.

•

The use of the ATEAL method in calculation of the Learning Adjustment Coefficient and the Net Training
Impact Coefficient is extremely easy and interpretation using the Training Effectiveness Matrix is intuitive
and visual.
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